
Basic Mistakes People Make Regarding Sleep
Experts
Making the right decisions about Sleep Experts requires us to counteract the
apparently opposite forces of emotion and rationality. We must be able to predict
the future, accurately detect the current situation, have intelligence on the minds of
others and deal with indecision.

Some babies sleep much more than others. Some sleep for long periods, others in
short bursts. Some soon sleep through the night, while some don't for a long time.
When dressing baby for sleep, remember to dress baby for the temperature of the
room – comfortably warm, not too hot and not too cold. As your baby gets older,
she’ll begin to sleep for longer stretches until eventually her sleep schedule will be
in line with yours. Hang in there: You will sleep through the night again, and
perhaps sooner than you think. Having a baby monitor can help you distinguish
what kind of cry it is. Without having to go in and disturb them, you can hear the cry
from the monitor and know whether it is a hungry cry and you need to go in or if
your baby is distressed or they are simply groaning in their sleep and haven’t really
woken up - and going in would risk properly waking them up. Of course you’ll want
to cuddle and comfort your crying baby. Some nights you won’t know why they
can’t sleep despite your best efforts. But always try to put your baby back down in
their Moses basket/cot when they’re drowsy but still awake so they learn to settle
themselves. Keep stroking their cheek if you need to. For decades, grandmas—and
doctors—taught that feeding babies a spoon or two of cereal would fill their
stomach and keep them sleeping all night. But several studies show that bedtime
cereal does nothing to promote sleep.



In the early weeks, your baby will need frequent feeds and will probably wake
regularly at night. You can encourage your baby to go back to sleep more quickly by
avoiding over stimulating them during night feeds. Keep lights to a minimum and
don’t change your baby unless really necessary. As your baby gets older, if you find
yourself having to go into the room to check on them for every noise you hear
through the monitor, you may find your continuous in and out may be what is
disrupting your baby and not the noises they make. Remember, babies do fuss and
cry a little even in their sleep, so it is not always a necessary reason to go into them
straight away. If your baby has been used to sleeping on you, they may wake when
you put them down in their bassinet as they went from a warm, comfy body with a
soothing heartbeat to a cold sheet with a firm mattress. If you’ve consistently stuck
with a sleep training method for at least two weeks and your baby’s sleep is still
disturbed and you’re not sure why, consider calling your doctor to see if he or she
has any insights or advice to help your baby sleep better. Whether its something
specific like Sleep Consultant Training Course or really anything baby sleep related,
a baby sleep consultant can guide you to find a sleep solution as individual as your
baby is.

https://thesleepconsultantacademy.com/sleep-consultant-course-uk/


Consistency Is Key
It’s very normal for your newborn baby’s sleeping routine to change from day to
day, meaning adaptability and patience with your newborn’s developing body and
mind is crucial for dealing with sleep deprivation. After babies hit the 6-month mark,
their napping and nighttime habits become harder to change. And since studies
have shown that babies get less sleep and wake more often when they're not in
their crib, you have a serious incentive to act now. Learn more about your baby's
preferred slumber habits, and get pointers for how to get your newborn to sleep in
the crib. As baby adjusts to life on the outside, he’ll stop mixing up his days and
nights, often by the end of the first month. That's when your baby starts making his
own melotonin, a sleep-regulating hormone. Invest in blackout curtains, as reducing
light exposure helps the brain release melatonin and keeps baby’s internal clock in
rhythm. Babies are too young to be scared of the dark, so they really don’t need a
nightlight. Of course, you might need one, so you don’t trip when you’re in baby’s
room. Sleep your baby in the feet-to-foot position and avoid using soft or bulky
bedding such as quilts, pillows and duvets. Sleep consultants support hundreds of
families every year, assisting with things such as Ferber Method using gentle,
tailored methods.

Your baby will likely set (at least part) of his own sleep schedule: He might be an
early riser and like to eat as soon as he wakes up, or he may like to sleep in and eat
later in the morning. Either one is perfectly fine — babies vary as to how much
sleep they need, and when they need it. During the first 2 months, your newborn's
need to eat overrules their need to sleep. They may feed almost every 2 hours if
you're breastfeeding, and possibly a little less often if you bottle-feed. Your baby
may sleep from 10 to 18 hours a day, sometimes for 3 to 4 hours at a time. But
babies don’t know the difference between day and night. So they sleep with no
regard for what time it is. That means your baby’s wide-awake time may be from 1
a.m. to 5 a.m. For the first six months your baby needs you nearby – so put them
down to sleep in the same room as you, both day and night, in a Moses basket or a
cot. There is no right or wrong place for babies to sleep. Wherever all family
members sleep the best is the right arrangement for you and your baby. Some
babies sleep best in their own crib in their own room, some sleep better in their own
cot in the parents’ bedroom, other babies sleep best snuggled right next to mum in
the parents’ bed. Generally if your little one wakes happy and seems refreshed after
6am your baby has probably had enough sleep. For most babies and toddlers who
have had a good night’s sleep, 6am is quite reasonable, even if you don’t agree! A
sleep expert will be with you every step of the way, guiding you on how best to find
a solution to your sleep concerns, whether its Sleep Regression or one of an untold
number of other things.

Keep Baby Close
In some cases missing a nap during the daytime may result in your child having

https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/ferber-method-sleep-training/
https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/sleep-regressions/


more trouble falling asleep at night or a night-time waking because your child may
be overtired by the time bedtime rolls around. It is important to be consistent in
your nighttime routine. Think about something you always do, like drink coffee, take
a shower, or brush your teeth every morning. The day just doesn’t go right unless
you do it; something is off. Babies feel the same way. The amount of sleep needed
can differ from baby to baby and from age to age, so letting your baby sleep
according to his or her natural sleep rhythms is probably more important than
targeting specific sleep amounts. Most sleep consultants will only work proactively
on sleep after the age of six months, so that they can be sure that the baby has
developed mature sleep cycles and the capability to sleep for longer periods.
Abbreviating your baby’s nighttime routine for a naptime routine helps reinforce his
sleep cues to encourage the transition to dreamland. There are multiple approaches
to 4 Month Sleep Regression and a sleep expert will help you choose one that is
right for you and your family.

Where once parents may have suffered with baby sleep problems in silence, or
muddled through with family support, the more isolated and pressurised, dual-
earning nature of modern family life means looking for professional help has
become a necessity for some. A large study of evidence from across Europe found
that the risk of sudden infant death was greatly reduced when babies slept in the
same room as their parents. This is why The Lullaby Trust recommends keeping
your little one close by for the first six months, even for day time naps. If in your pre-
baby life you’ve enjoyed getting roughly eight hours sleep a night to help you deal
with the day ahead, then along comes a newborn. You’ll know that this quickly
becomes a thing of the past. Sound familiar? It’s not easy but understanding what
your newborn needs from sleep can at least help you to get some perspective on
what you’re all dealing with and why. If you jump at every squeak heard over the
baby monitor, you're encouraging your baby to wake up more often. Wait a few
minutes to give them time to settle back to sleep on their own. If they don't, and it
sounds like they're waking up, try to reach them before they escalate into a full-
blown howl. Stepping in before a meltdown means you'll catch them before they're
too worked up to fall back asleep. Sleep regression isn’t something that you can
necessarily prevent. All children are different – some babies are naturally great
sleepers and stay that way. Others have unpredictable biological rhythms that may
lead to more easily disrupted sleep patterns. If you need guidance on Sleep Training
then let a sleep consultant support you in unlocking your child's potential, with their
gentle, empathetic approach to sleep.

Sleepless Nights Are A Rite Of Passage For Most New
Parents
Balancing how to respond to night wakings and the need for night feedings is
something to discuss with your baby’s health care provider when you are working
on sleep training. You could swaddle your baby - your health visitor or midwife
should be able to show you how or follow guidance for correct and safe swaddling.
Swaddling makes your baby feel secure and cosy. They're less likely to wake
themselves up with involuntary movements. Babies thrive on predictability, so a

https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/what-is-the-4-month-sleep-regression/
https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/sleep-training-methods-the-pros-and-cons/


simple bedtime routine can really help settle your little one for the night. That could
be something as straightforward as ‘milk, cuddle, story’ – whatever works for you
and your child. A baby bedtime routine can help if your newborn baby’s not
sleeping. It’s beneficial because it gives your baby ‘cues’ that sleep-time is coming,
and helps them wind down and relax. To keep your baby safe and to reduce the risk
of sudden infantdeath (sometimes called cot death), always make sure you put your
baby down on their back to sleep, never on their front or side. A sleep consultant
will take a holistic approach to create a sleeping system that you can manage and
one which takes into account How To Become A Sleep Consultant as well as the
needs of the baby and considerations of each family member.

If you’re the parent of a young child, you’ve already learned how quickly exhaustion
builds when you’re disturbed several times a night. Frequent waking keeps us
swirling in light sleep and reduces the deep, restorative slumber that we need to
prepare our bodies and minds for the challenges of the next day. If your newborn
doesn’t seem to get the deep sleep she needs, she might not be completely
comfortable — even if her crib is perfectly appointed. Think about it: The womb was
dark all the time, so she may be confused if there's light or activity around her. The
solution is to make her environment as womb-like as possible for now, with blackout
shades and a white noise machine to encourage dozing off. Many baby monitors
now include a video option where you can see your baby sleeping. These can give
you peace of mind to see your baby is OK and you can visibly check whether they’re
groaning a little or a lot and weigh up the likelihood of them settling back to sleep
without you. Discover extra insights regarding Sleep Experts in this NHS web page.
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